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Central seeks · $600-~00~0,:?Digllt:~:simtilato
.:

by MIKE ELIASON
Sports Editor

The Kittitas County Commissioners
approved a resolution
Tuesday supporting Central's acquisition of a new flight simulator.
The simulator, a turbine, turbo-prop,
would be utilized by the flight technology department to enable new
pilots to enter into commuter flight
operations much earlier in their
careers, Dale Samuelson, flight tech

.
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difficult to obtain turbine engine . response to an anticipated worldinstructor said.
The two-seat, dual-instrument, experience in the civilian world and wide pilot shortage, Samuelson said.
simulator listed on Central' s Oper- the simulator would allow graduSamuelson added that because
ating Budget for 1989, would cost ates to move up to commuter air- of airline dert?gulation in 1973,
$600,000, and would include an lines faster.
which left airlines free to expand,
additional faculty member, Samuel"Our training needs to be modi- : many commuter'" airlines have .
son said.
fled to compensate for the airline emerged to serve the large airlines.
"We need the new simulat~r for · industry;• Samuelson said. "Pist~n As a result, many jobs have been
primarily two reasons," Samuelson engines are just about over with in ... created, allowing co-pilots to move
said. "To expose students to turbine terms of commuter flying."
up to pilots within year.
engine operations and the crew
. Presently the operating budget
The new simulator will allow
concept of commuter-type flying." the flight technology staff to apply is in the state House of RepresentaAccording to Samuelson it is new industry training concepts in tives and if approyed there, will

ROTC Rangers place fifth
in Fort Lewis challenge

a

'Residence·Life' wins 'Gold' award

sacks and Ml6 rifles.
Although the team members prefer to call their success a team effort
Central's Army ROTC Ranger there were several outstanding inteam placed fifth in the Region divid:uals._ accoriding ~to , ,T urban..~~
Ranger Challenge competit~on at -• Freshman Greg Slat~t·scored .:· the ·-.
Fort Lewis recently. A second-place maximum 300 on the 'physical fitfinish in the Northwest Brigade ness test, Sauley scored 298 and
RangerChallengeinFebruaryquali- senior Chris Dawson scored 297.
fic<l rhe team for the regional.
Slater also scored the highest in
T c wn member~ spent three days
~~"n~-!'-qJna~!!~B .W.H . !~8~.µh~o~~·1 ~.!!;Wti~IMfi1
struggling with eight other teams ~ 20. He'-Scored !79!oui of a·'J)Ossitile .
from the western part of the nation. 100 on the grenade assault course.
They came within two points of
Junior Wayne Metz reassembled
placing third.
his weapon in a time of 2:45 in the
Events such as a physical fitness weapons assembly competition. He
test, one-rope bridge competition, had the fastest time on the team.
marksmanship, weapons assembly,
Other team members are junior
orienteering .and the grenade as- Kevin Dean, sophomore Charl~s
sault course tested the team's en- Moore and freshmen Robert Bertrand, Steve Rath and Nick Sloan.
durance and athletic ability.
Metropolitan State College from
Team adviser, Captain Dave
Denver,
Colo. came in first. Other
Turban, gave team captain and
competing
colleges were Iowa State
se nior, Eric Sauley credit for the
team's first place finish in the all- University, Brigham Young Uninight patrol. The patrol began Sat- versity, the University of Nevada/
urday night and ended Sunday at 6 Reno, St. Johns University from
Minnesota, University of Nevada/
a.m ..
The team also finished second in Las Vegas and Gonzaga University
the 1Ok run. Members had to run in from Spokane.
full combat gear including ruck-

by JENNY MA THEWS
News Editor

Grants to be given
on .'drug-free' basis
Students who depend on Pell
Grants for their tuition may have to
prove they don't use illegal drugs if

free" environments.
However, whether this rule applies to students is a source of con-

also have to be approved by the
state Senate.
"If the whole budget passes, it
will still be one to two years before
we can get the simulator," Samuelson said. "The simulator will be
custom made, we tell them what we
want and then th_ey build it. The
company is building simulators as
fast as they can and they're still
behind because the business is
expanding so quickly."

by JENNY MATHEWS
Teamwork and a new format are
.what won Residence Life, Central's
,Auxiliary Services' magazine, the
~:~oold~~..aw#lJ'd according to editor,

Paul .Schmidt.
. The award was given to the
campus publication in the Fourth
Annual Admissions J\dvcni ~ in g
Awards co111pdilion. \\ w.1~ li ~1 " ~1 \

)age. :
"We knew it was sharp, we didn't
know it would be that sharp ," said
Schmidt of the fall issue 's new loul\ .
Its size was changed from I OX l 5 to
11Xl4 and the artwork was "revamped".
For Schmidt, a senior, winning
an award was the final goal he
'":S·i;>HY 1 wanted to achieve as editor. I k
placed the credit mainly with the
artists, Jena Scott, Brenda Paulson
and Mark Trieck. Schmidt also
praised the photographic talent of
Ron Bringnac.
"There were a lot of firsts in that
issue," Schmidt said. " A lot of
creative energy went into it."
Residence Life is known as "The
Official Housing and Dining Services Journal of Central Washington
Residence Life, a quaarterly publication received the Admissions Mar- University". It is published quarket Report ~dvertising Award for its fall issue. (Photo illustration by terly and staffed by paid student
Steve Douglas) ·
writers and graphic artists.

session or distribution shouldn't
affect a student's chances for
receiving a grant, Bradshaw said.
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Japanese exchange opens ·Highest honors awarded to AFROTC's Nettis
opportunities for students
~:~~,: ·
· ', · "'.. . · ,·. · . . -· ·
· .• . \'
"", by SUSAN
, : if·~ .. _;;~~>.
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patient I am. I never reahzed how ~~==.==----------,much patience it talces'~ to ·work ff best honors for an instructor ·
Staff Writer
~ ~ with people. His philosophy about
recently bestowed up~n Cap.,.
When fourteen Central students ·. the possible problems is simple;
tain Jack J. Nettis, Jr.. · ··
·.
applied to be program. assistants
"Just keep working at it, . and . Nettis, commandant of Central's'
(P.A.s) Winter quarter, they were things come together." ~ • ~ :•.1 ~- ~-~ Air •. Force ROTC program was ·
by VIRGINIA SCHNABEL

we:!

4

looking for~ job. M~y of them
. Fqr fre~hman !enni~erB~~ett~_;award~J~eEt!?.~~~.;~µ~t;~~d~
0
fou.nd a learn1~g expenence beyond .th1~ ~xpepen,re:1s. "~· J~~P..W¥~rr:. .~.nre fwli..JtiJli'givertfei!cliear i<>\ t
their expectations mstea~.
<ppmt f~r_,!he c~e~r .•she : ho~euo th~topihstructorsfromevefybranch.; ~
The students were hired to be .,.; pursue m Japan:·Heutlterest m the of the militaty serviCe~t According ."
group leaders for Japanese students. country and its language developed to Nettis, Codd was very involVed': ..
who arrived at Central last week as in high school when her father fold in the training of officers and be- , '..
part of the Asia University of her she had to visit Japan instead of lieved ROTC .t~ be,_ ~}mp~~~~t ·
America/Central Washington Uni- France, because ofhe~vy ,~_nJ>ri~m ~~a~_o_~ ~at. trammg. .
. .
versity exchange program. The 134 in Europe.at the time. · ·. ''• · · ·
Nettis compet~d with .approxi- ·.
"
'
mately 153 other instructors for the
Japanese students are divided beThe people there are really award; Instructors are nominated
tweentheassistants,in.groupsrang- friendly. Even though I was in a bytheirregionalareacommandants.
ing in size from 5 to 12 according to· largecity(Nagoya),Ididn'thaveto He will fly to Washington D.C. to
Sandra Hager, a sophomore pro- worry. If you left a camera oh the be presented the award on April 18 . .
gram assistant in Kamola Hall.
subway, an hour later, it would still Nettis began his milit~ career
The groups are spread out among be there," said Bennett. Working , .18 years ago as an enhstee: !le
the dorms on campus, and the P.A.s with the Japanese students here has ·received his officer commissmn
·
. nine and a half years ago.
are much like Living Group Advis- helped her learn _more about their He has taught military science
ers for them, only they are much country, while broadening her courses at Central for the past three
more involved in their daily lives. experience at Central.
years.
.
The leaders organize activities for
She was in the Freshman EnrichSince coming to Central, Nettts
their groups, take them around town ment Program before being hired.as has "sparked 15 new programs in
andintroducethemtootherAmeri- an assistant ·and had to move to detachment895",saidretiredColocan students. Their main job is to be Meisner Hall for her new job.
nel Richard Thompson.
Nettis' introduction of joint opavailable to their groups, not only
"I've expanded my friendships: erations studies with other military
as leaders, but also as friends ac- It's helped me to reach out," said branches at CWU has been implecording to the program's housing Bennett,-whose group consists of mented into all ROTC programs
director, Janet Dugan.
eightmalesandonefemalestudent. around the nation.
Although a few of the P.A.s know
So far the success of the program
Officers only teach for three or
some of the Japanese language, it seems to lie in the give and take that four years and then are transferred.
.
" b .
results as students and assistants
"I have been very pleased with
was not a reqmrement ior emg
this assignment," said Nettis. "My
hired and many have no experience learn from each other.
"-' wife (Joanne) and I have really
with the language. Most Japanese
As Sandra Hager said, "There -; ~,. enjoyed the community." . ·
students have had several years of are many ways to communicate
: Nettis is being tranferred to GerEnglish.
without words. Just because you
many in October of this year. In
Hager has a group of five male can't speak each other's language Germany he wiil be assigned as
students. She was a little apprehen- doesn't mean you can't be
staff to the U. S.- European Command in charge of all U.S. forces
sive about having all males.
friends," and people helping
throughout Europe.
"I thought I would be uncomfort- people is a language everyone can
He is "well deserving because of
able at first, but the guys are great. understand.
'
. work he has put into the senior level
We have a lot of fun," said Hagerof
·. ,. ~·"'
. class," said Cadet Mark S. Sweitzer,
her group. "I thought it would be
difficult to communicate. I told them
I was nervous and they told me to be
brave."
Hager is finding her job is bringing about personal growth. "The
program makes me feel good about
myself because I'm helping them to
feel good about themselves. It's a
(Graphic from a postage stamp made by Sri-Lanka Government)
great experience."
1

Peter Bottman, a freshman at
entral, is the P.A. at Meisner Hall
nd works with eight male and four
emale students.
"It's fun - neat, like having
our own children," said Bottman.
e has found the students are easy
get along with. "One thing I've
oticed is that they are more willing
do things to have fun with othrs," he said.
Regarding himself, Hottman has
arned he has a lot of patience with ·
ople. "I was surprised at how

Refreshments Served
Tuesday, April 11, 1989·
SUB Room 209, 7:00 p.m.
Sponsored by the Baha'i Club of Central Washington University

LOOK FOR THE
MARKETING CLUB ~,OlTPONS!
Featuring-. $1 O Mens Cuts ·'.,:
$10 off all Perms/Colours
,, · ·

We Specialize In- -. >~;· . .. .
·-*Texturizing .
· *Spiral Perms ·
*European Style
Deco Colouring
DESIGN

STUDIO

304 N. Pearl

~25-EDGE

Captain Jack Nettis Jr., Commandant of Central's Air Force ROTC
program. (Photo by Susan Monahan)
/

age, of Spokane, a senior.
"His knowledge is well above
average, excellent. He knows his
field and is a good instructor," said
Cadet Thomas L. Alto, age, of

Eureka, Calif., a senior.
"Captain Nettis is concerned about
cadets becoming the finest officers
in Air Force.," said Cadet Tim M.
West, age, of Marshall, Ill., senior.

News
·

News

BUSH PUSHES ISRAEL:
President Bush pressed Israel yesterday to end its "occupation" of
the West Bank and Gaza, on the eve oflsraeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir's arrival today in the USA. Bush urged creation of "a new
atmospheren in the Middle East after a 2-hour meeting with Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak.
AIRLINES MUST PAY FOR SECURITY:
Airlines must install and foot the bill for equipment that can detect
plastic explosives "at the earliest possible time," Transportation
Secretary Samuel Skinner announced yesterday. The cost for machines such as the thermal neutron analysis units could run up to $100
million, he said:
FLIGHT 811 TO BE EXAMINED:
The National Transportation Safety Board will hold 3 days of
hearings on Flight 811 beginning April 25 in Seattle. What's left of the
latohes and cargo door frame on the Boeing 747 are being examined
for clues by metallurgists. The door blew off the plane over the Pacific
Ocean enroute to Hawaii on Feb. 24.
EXPERIMENT DESTROYED:
A crystal-growth experiment that survived 5 days in space was
inadvertently destroyed by a well-meaning airport security guard. The
experiment was one of 15 protein-crystal growth studies aboard the
shuttle Discovery during its recent mission. The security guard accidentally turned a container upside down as the tobacco mosaic virus
rode the.security X-ray device.
JIM AND TAMMY GIVE IT A GO:
Defrocked televangelist Jim Bakker and wife Tammy Faye are
trying to shoo away tough times and return to the airwaves in central
. Florida. The couple attempted yesterday to re-establish "The Jim and
Tammy Show" from their temporary home 40 miles west of Daytona
Beach at Lalce.George Ministries Retreat, which has no broadcasting
facilities. Video equipment was brought in vans.
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College Infonnation Network.
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New ASCwu ·officers sworn in .and awards given
by LISA AITKEN
Scene Editor

The newly elected Central Washington University Associated Student Body Board of Directors was
sworn into office last weekend as
part of the annual Commemoration
Night celebration.
Steve Feller gave his final speech
as president before installing the
1989-90 ASCWU officers.
During the speech Feller highlighted the year's accomplishments.
The list included the installation of
the cash machine in the SUB,
ASCWU involvement with the
Board of Trustees, registering voters on campus for the presidential
election and creating student representation in two Faculty Senate
Committees.
The commemoration was also
used to present the two ASCWU
annual awards to its recipients.
The Prominent Figure A ward was
given to Mrs. Don Broughton in
honor of her husband, the late Don
Broughton, for his involvement with
Central and the Ellensburg community.
The Outstanding Professor award
was presented to Dr. Wayne Klemin,
a business education professor. He

was recognized for his willingness
to help and provide guidance to his
students.
Jill Goedde, former director at
large to facilities planning organized the event.
"Commemoration Night gives the
officers a chance to tie up all of the
loose ends," she said. "There are so
many people who need to be recognized and thanked for all of their
hard work during the year. Tonight
we were able to do this."
The key note speaker Jack Baker,
coordinator of the substance abuse
prevention program, gave a motivational speech outlining the important need for the team work and
individual thinking among leaders.
"Create a vision a vision of greatness and strive to achieve it," Baker
said directing the statement to the
new officers.
The 1989-90 ASCWU officers
are T.J. Sedgwick, president; Henri
Moreau, executive vice-president;
Jon Elliott, vice-president ofbudget
and finance; Dre · Wood, director
at large to clubs and organization;
Matt Braden director at large to
facilities planning; Don Hendrickson, director at large to faculty
senate and Dan Sutich, director at
large to student living.

WfElCOMrE BACK
CWU STUDfENTS
Come see our new
Bicycle and clothing lines.

925-5993

New ASCWU officers are sworn in during Saturday's commemeration at the Groupe Conference Center.
(Photo by Susan Monahan)
-

D.A.P.P.E.R. diary

A .sign ·of our changing times
C. Making it a requirement that dressed by Central' s own Task
each employee to be engaged in the Force.
performance of a federal grant or
The importance of this policy can
On the last day of every month, contract be given a copy of the be found when reviewing the facts
about the dangers of drug abuse in
payroll .is distributed to student . statement required by A. above;
the workplace. Coordination and
employees. This past month, inperipheral
vision is lost, reaction
D.
Notifying
the
employee
in
the
cluded with every check was a copy
time
in
emergency
situations is stistatement
required
by
A.
above
that
of a new policy that is a reminder of
pend
,
and
the
ability
to reason is
as
a
condition
of
employment
on
our changing times-The Drugaffected.
This
not
only
effects the
such
grant
or
contract
the
employee
Free Workplace Policy.
safety
of
the
employee
but
also his/
will
abide
by
the
terms
of
the
stateThe policy requires that aff reher
colleagues.
:
ment,
and
notify
the
employer
of
cipients of federal grants and conFor more information concerntracts of $25,000 or more, which any criminal drug statute convic.
ing
the Drug Free Workplace
tion
for
a
violation
occurring
in
the
includes Central, be free from illePolicy
,n drug use, abuse, or general
workplace
not
later
than
five
days
gal use, possession, or distribution
information
contact Jack Baker,
after
such
conviction;
of controlled substances in the Uni.
CWU
Prevention
Program at963versity workplace. The policy will
3213.
Walk-ins
are
also welcomeE.
Notifying
the
granting
or
be enforced by:
contracting agency within ten days SUB Rm 128.
A. Publishing a statement notify- after receiving notice of criminal
ing employees that the unlawful drug statute conviction under paramanufacture, distribution, dispen- graph D. above;

by KELLEY R. WOOD
Contributing Writer .

sation, possession or use of illegal
drugs is prohibited in the workplace,
and specifying the actions that will
be taken against employees for
violations of such prohibition;
B. Establishing a drug free awareness program to inform employees
about the dangers of drug abuse in
the workplace, the organization's
policy of maintaining a drug .free
workplace, any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee
assistance programs, and the penalties that may be imposed upon
employees for drug abuse violations;

SPLIT
$1.19

F. Imposing a sanction on, or
requiring the satisfactory participation in a drug abuse assistance or
rehabilitation program by, any
employee who is so convicted as
required under this Act; and
G. Making a good faith effort to
continue ·to maintain a drug free
workplace through implementation
of these requirements.
This policy required by the Drug
Free Workplace Act of the federal
government was specifically ad-

Swanson trial
set for May

Central senior Jerry "Jay" Swanson, 22, is scheduled to go to trial
May 18 in Kittitas County Superior
Court on charges of first-degree malicious mischief and driving while
intoxicated.
According to L. Candace Cooper, deputy prosecuting attorney,
Swanson is accused of causing more
than $1,500 damage to Ellensburg
street and stop signs in an incident
last February.
Swanson declined to comment
on the situation, as did the
Ellensburg Department of Public
Works.

WE.LCOME BACK CWU STUDE.NT'S
~

L>

0
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::;
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Sale Ends April 23
Both Locations

WI TllAT YOU llGHT®

Da iry Queen· stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon which benefits local hospitals for children .

Look for Carlsberg, Carlsberg Lite and Elephant
Malt Liquor
At your favorite Outlet in April ! !
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Ganges
clean-up·
planned
by JENNY MATHEWS
News Editor

Andrew Bates, a living group
adviser in Davies Hall, is looking
for volunteers to help him clean up
the Ganges. The Ganges is the canal
running through the Central campus.
"We don't have much control over
the chemicals and fertilizers, but
we do have control over all the
garbage," Bates said of the debris
littering the Ganges like a submerged sink and BMX bike.
The "Ganges Clean-Up" is part
of Bates' program requirements to
fulfill as an LGA. Hall funds are
being used to purchase gloves and
use a recycle truck to haul garbage
away.
According to Bates many students have wanted to organize a
clean-up effort, but didn't have the
time.
Interested volunteers can meet in
the Davies unloading zone at 8 a.m.,
April 8. Call Bates at 963-2423 for
more information.

ATTENTION
STUDENT
TEACHERS AND OPTION II
ENTRY PHASE STUDENTS
FOR FALL QUARTER 1989
Interview meetings for Fall 1989
Student Teachers and Option II
Entry Phase students are scheduled
with university supervisors for Friday, April 14 in the Yakima Room,
SUB, from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m .. Students may sign up for these interviews on the sign-up sheets directly
outside of room 220 (main Education Office) in Black Hall April I 013.
This interview is required before
your placement can be made.

.
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Crisis line volunteer
training in April
by BETSY HIGGS
Staff Writer

Crisis Line of Ellensburg is
looking for new volunteers. Interviews and registration, for those
interested, will be held at the Kittitas County He~lth Department, 507
Nanum, on April 11 from 7 to 9
p.m.
At that time, Crisis Line employees will discuss the contractual
agreements and answer questions
from the volunteers.
Actual training will take place
April 14-18.
Crisis Line training is biannual,
with sessions held each April and
October.
"We ask students to kind of selfsort and choose April's training if
they will be available to work over
the summer," Jackie Galbraith said.
She has been the Crisis Line director since 1974.
Training focuses on a variety of
things, including communication
skills, suicide screening, substance
abuse, community referrals and
problem assessment.
"It's a beneficial resource or-

ganization for the community,"
Susie (last name withheld by request) said. She has been a student
volunteer since last October.
Susie admits she was nervous at
first. "It's the first phone call that's
the hardest. After that, each one becomes easier."
Crisis Line asks that volunteers
commit themselves to the program
for one year - the first six months
of which is intensive on-line work.
Then volunteers can opt for substitute status or home duty.
"Some students like it so well
that they start as a freshman and
stay with us all four years," Galbraith said. "We really encourage
them to hang in for over a year
because they might have two, three,
orevenfourweeks withoutasingle
phone call. But if they stay a while
they'll get a variety of experience."
Jodi (last name withheld by
request), a CWU student and Crisis
Line volunteer, said, "Before I
started working here I didn't know
a lot about the community and what
services are available. It makes me
feel good about myself. When individuals call with questions, it's nice Jacki Galbreth, head ofthe crisis line, cheerfully talks people through
to know I have an answer."
difficult situations (Photo by Ginger Ehrhardt)

What's happening around campus ...
Campus lectures
Two lectures are being presented
on campus April 17 and April 19.
The William 0. Douglas Honors
College and Central Washington
University are presenting Peter
Kivy, a professor of philosophy at
Rutgers University and author of
eight books. He will speak on
"Music and the Liberal Education"
at 4pm in the Hebeler Auditorium,
April 17.
The second lecture is part of the
College of Letters, Arts and Sci-

ences Lecture Series. Dr. Burton J.
Williams, emeritus professor of
history, will speak on "Centennial:
Fact, Fiction, History, and Hype".
The lecture will be at 3:30pm in the
Hebeler Auditorium, April 19. A
reception will follow.
There is no charge for admission
for either and both are open to the
public.

*

*

*

Dr. Jay E. Bachrach, professor of
philosophy at Central will offer a
lecture called "Fictional Charac-

r-;:;~s~~r-;;;,-;-p~;;o~;iPa~-1

ters are Real: In What Sense do
they Exist?" April 26. He will speak
at 7:30pm in Randall Hall room
118. A question period will follow.

Robber's Roost display
Artifacts from Ellens burg's orginal trading post, Robber's Roost,
are being displayed April 7 from 35 :30 p.m. in room 227 of the Anthropology/Sociology Building.
Antique porcelain dolls, pottery,
dishes, pipes, Indian artifacts and a
marble tombstone are among the

objects being shown.
Students and professors from
Central' s anthropology department
cooperated with local residents last
summer to excavate the site.
Robber's Roost is also called
Basset Site in honor of Stan Basset,
an Ellensburg city councilman who
began the dig.
The artifacts are the property of
Ellensburg and will go on display at
the Kittitas County Museum eventually.

's1t Cit?1flfA\IRilA\iL
1

H

:I Pizzas for the price of one. :I SIEll2VlltCIES.. ILlf 11).•
I

A DANGEROUS TAN?
Tanning salons are a popular
alternative for a winter tan just like
the "real thing." Salons use
ultraviolet radiation to darken your
skin, just as the sun does. Salons
are convenient; one is bound to be
closer than the beach. But how
about the drawbacks? Early
tanning salons used UV-B rays
which burned the skin quickly. So
they switched to UV-A rays which
are slow to burn; you can absorb
500 times as much before
reddening. But researchers have
found the UV-A rays penetrate
more deeply. They can weaken
blood vessels leaving them leaky,
bulging, and looking like varicose
veins. As with UV-B rays, they
seem to increase the skin's
vulnerability to viruses and
bacteria. Worse yet, in studies on
rats, UV-A has been seen to
tamper with the DNA of skin cells,
triggering cancer. Delivered by
sunlight, the effects of UV-A rays .
are more subtle, becoming
obvious only after years of
exposure.

198~

Until 4 pm

Mon-Sat~

I CORNER 8th & MAIN ~~
I •IOneEllensburg
coupo.n per party per visit
Pizza Hut®
I
I 1988 Hut.
.
L
Pizza

Inc .

:Out
-.-.

~

(11 -4 pm, Mon-Sat)
925-5001
Please present coupon when
ordering. This offer not valid ir.
combination with
Pizza Hut• offer.

any other

1120 cent cash redemption valuP.
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*WORD PROCESSING
I
LOW .RATES !
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* EDITING
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SCHOlARSHIPS
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BUCKBOARD
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*CHECK OUR KEG SPECIALS*
* POOL

* POl>-A-SHOT *

* SHUFFLEBOARD * DARTS *
CAPT GREG TATE

963-2314

GREAT FOOD!

GREAT TIMES!

THE BUCKBOARD
"A PLACE FOR ALL REASONS"
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Otto recommended for .Shimane scholarship .
by VIRGINIA SCHNABEL
Staff Writer

Central sophomore, Justin Otto,
has been recommended for a scholarship by Central professor, Dr.
Larry Lowther, and visiting Professor Toshikazu Shimofusa.
The scholarship is given by the
Japanese Ministry of Education and
consists of a year's study at Shimane
University, Central's sister school
in Japan.
The scholarship provides for an
apartment, food, tuition and fees
and a stipend.
Otto's interest in Japan was cultivated four years ago, when he
spent a year in Matsue, Japan while
his father, Dale Otto, taught at
Shimane. For Otto it was a turning
point in his life.
"It was the biggest change in my
life ... seeing there was more outside of Ellensburg than this state, or
even this country," he said.
What impressed Otto the most
about Japan was how things operate
and work so smoothly. He found
the language impressive too.
"In their culture there are varying
levels of politeness. They have five

different words for 'you' ranging after dinner, they would study un:il1
from very polite to nasty," said Otto. 2 a.m. The fun students spent their
He found the best way to learn free time hanging around in shopthe language was to listen to con- ping malls," Otto said of Japanese
versations and set up personal study students.
sessions with his Japanese home"It is a homogeneous society,
room teacher.
and means of rebellion are limited
"When you immerse yourself in to clothing. In school, everyone
a language, it comes pretty easily", wears a uniform. They rebel by
said Otto of his time in Japan.
making their pants too long ... and
What Otto experienced of the wearing socks that are too colorculture centered around the high ful." The Japanese bad boy, or
school he attended in Matsue and Fudy'o, has a special stance, posthe friends he made. He noticed ture and haircut, and they hang
there was a lot of pressure on young around in groups, watching people,"
people, especially the males, to explained Otto.
perform well.
His experience in Japan led Otto
"English is taught in a way to to continue his Japanese studies
pass tests, so that they can get into when he returned to Ellensburg. He
good high schools and colleges. took Japanese at Central, and earned
Otto added that the Japanese moth- college and high school credit at the
ers, who he termed "education . _same time. He graduated from high
mama's", will do anything to make school a semester early.
sure their children study and get
At 18, he is all ready in his sophogood grades, even to the point of more year, and is currently working
sitting in class and taking notes when as a teacher assistant/counselor in
their child is ill.
the Asian University Program. He
"In Japan, it was my experience is majoring in Japanese and conthat there were two types of stu- templating a second major in interdents: the serious one, and the fun national business or education. He
one. The serious students went to hopes to visit China or Korea while
class from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., to studying Japan.
special interest clubs until 6:00, and

Career planning and placement information

Justin Otto hopes to see Japan in his future. (Photo by Steve Douglas)

Career-Related Information on
VCR:

U.S. Defense Contract Audit
Agency

18, 19, 20 at 3-4pm, Shaw-Smyser Peace Corps Recruiting: Pick up
105.
. forms before May 5.

All-Phase Electric Supply Company
Boise Cascade
Ernst & Whinney
Farmers
K-Mart Apparel
Marion Laboratories
Merck
Sharp
Dohme
Radio Shack
Rent-A-Center
Russ Berrie
Safeco
Target Stores

Job Search Workshop for Teachers:

Recruiting Activities-Spring

A workshop is being presented by
Robert D. Mal de of the Career
Planning & Placement Center:
April 11, 12, 13 at 3-4pm, Black
108.

April 12-Power Transmission
Products
April 13-U.S. Naval Undersea
Warfare
April 14-U.S. Defense Contract
Audit Agency
April 20-Shelgren Financial
Group
April 26-Central Job Fair
April 27-K-Mart Apparel
April 27-Farmers Insurance
May 3-Metropolitan Mortgage &
Securities
May 4--Northwestern Mutual
Life
May 4--Farmers Insurance
May 10-U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation

Job Search Workshops:
A workshop is being presented by
Robert D. Malde of the Career Planning & Placement Center: April

420 N. Pine
925-7726

April 6-YMCA Greater Seattle
April 6-CYO Camps
April 6--Saint Mary Lodge/ Glacier Park
April IO-University Directories
April 12-Camp Sealth
April 12-Inland Empire Council/
Campfire
April 12-Yakima Camp FireRoganunda
April 12-Camp Killoqua
April 12-North Central Washington Camp Fire
April 14-Fitz Group
April 26-Harrah' s Hotel Casino
Interviewing School Districts for
Teacher Candidates
April I I-Wenatchee School District

: ~:PM.:l:h@::~p;~::~:l:~;h@r?IJ\;:;;: :;

BUY

Summer Jobs

1989

April 11-Issaquah School District
April I ~Puyallup School District
April 17-Bakersfield School District
April 17-Port Angeles School
District
April 19-20-Everett School District
May 5--Auburn Public Schools
Military Recruiting
April 7--U.S. Army
April 27--U.S. Navy
May 9-10-U.S. Marine Corps

More information is available at
the Career Planning and Placement Center in Barge 105. CPPC
encourages students to visit and
register for service, maintain current placement files, keeo posted
on campus interviews andjobs and
discuss career concerns regarding
career goals.

5 AT $15.00 GET 1 TAN FREE
10 AT $27.00 GET 2 TANS FREE

** Open Monday through Saturday**

THE HORSESHOE TA'\AER.E

Swimwear Event

Drink 25

20%0/f
+4Free
Tanning Sessions

Special
Imported
Go around
Beers and .
the world
Win a
and win!!
T-Shirt., ~~J..,-i--f--l~~~

for men and women

Get an early start on your tan, and save money doing it.
Select a swimsuit from our large selection ·9f .mens and
women's suits and save.
'
Sale event ends April 16th. : :

Come· in for details tanning sessions
by appointment only
· ~A·~ ,
This is the place to be
-/J~[A
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106 W 3rd

925-4044
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Opinions
Abby sends a message to young drivers
The following is an excerpt
from the advise column "Dear
Abby" and is a letterfrom the
parents ofa teen-ag~ driver who
was killed in an ' automobile
accident.
You have a power that no one
else on Earth possesses. Your
teachers, the police, the governor, ·the president - none . of
them have this power; only you
have it. This "power" is .·the ·
power not to kill yourself behind the . wheel of an automobile. This "power" is the power
not to kill others with the car
you're driving. This "power" is
the power not to be a victim of
the slaughter of teen-age drivers
·. on our roadways. ·

Letters

You've all seen the stories in death. They are also left behind
the newspaper. Many of you to grieve for the future that you '11
were friends of the teenagers never experience for .yourself
killed. Maybe they were speed- - your graduation, your weding, or passed illegally, or ig- ding, your first child. There will
nored a stop sign, or tried to beat never be another vacation where
a red light. You cried for them, the "whole" ·family foes on a
went to their funerals, partid- trip. On Christmas, your parents
pated in memorial services held will decorate a little tree to put
for them at school. And then got next to . your cemetery marker.
into your car and did the same The smiles .around the Thanksthing because it could never hap- . giving table will · never be as
.p en to you!
wide. Mother's Day ... Father's
We want to te~l you about Day ... your birthday ... the first
another group thatdoesn 't have · warm day of spring - will
your "power," and that's your always cause .your parents to
parents. When you leave this think of what might have been.
Earth, your parents remain beOne year ago today, we buried
. hind. They are left · behind to our teen-age son Jack~ Jack was
grieve over your premature killed in·a n automobile accident.

The accident was a direct result agers wer~ killed in an acci~ent;
of ignoring the posted speed the two brothers are buried next
limit. Jack was a great kid, and to Jack. When we saw these
we could not have asked for a three kids lying side by side in
better son. However, a few sec- the cemetery on Valentine's
onds of bad judgement, whether Day, we knew we had to try to
caused by inexperience or a . do something to stop this carsense of"teen-age immortality," nage.
How successful we are will
or both, cost Jack his life. There
~s no pain on this Earth that's depend on you: that means each ·
worse than losing a child. This of you exercising your unique
tragedy will haunt us for the rest "power" - and using peer pres- ·
of our lives. And every week, sure to convince your friends. to
more parents .must face the do likewise. If we succeed, it
dreaded realization that they will will mean that all these teennever see their child again on agers, and our son Jack, haven't
this Earth - never to kiss them, died in vain.
neverto laugh with them, never
to hold them close. Never again. Barbara and Jack Ratz, Sr.
Last month, three local teen- Raleigh, N.C.

Letters .to ·the Editor

Supervisor takes a stand for intramural .referees
someone who disagrees, aloud, with . argument? A reader might get the Kernan, Jana Wilson, Julie El- go in for counseling, for they ·act
To the editor:
I am writing in response to Mike most of the calls during a game, impression that you and your friends menhurst, Ken Weaver, Brian A. like paranoiacs with delusions of
Bush's "Adolf is alive and well in then their rating goes down. I know don't exactly avoid trouble.
Ruegsegger, Jeff Gillespie, Hal grandeur.
Nicholson Pavilion" article in the that losing does not keep one in
Bryan,
Pete Cosacchi, Jeff Signed,
When our local police are not
high spirits, but·even the zero-win dealing with troublemakers, they . Schmidt
March 2 edition.
Keith Swanson
First off, I think I share the opin- and all-loss teams easily kept their are demonstrating their compassion.
ion thafa happy, stressless lifestyle ratings well above the minimum.
They participate in prev.entative To the editor:
To the editor:
Another displeasure Mike pointed drug programs, talk to students on
would be enjoyable. Also, a whisIn response to your article
In response to Mike Bush's arout was the height unfairness. If the
tling~ happy person does not necescampus about crime prevention, "Police need compassion," I am in tide "Adolph is alive and well in
sarily classify them as a user of majority of the players were taller
pick up the pieces when you get into complete agreement. I would Nicholson Pavilion," which is about
"mind altering substances." My than you and you are over the limit
auto wrecks and they take you to the change "compassion" to "self-re- the intramural basketball referees, I
: main focus, though, is on Mike's yourself, (which makes you an inhospital whenyouoverdoseonyour straint/' however.
have a few things that need to be
criticism of my referees and the eligible player and a team forfeit for
Rheinlander
beer.
.
My
crowning
experience
_was
said. Though I am a big fan of
Intramural Sports Program;
every game you played in) you could
Mr.
Bush,
next
time
you
attack
with
the
Ellensburg
Police
Depart·
Mike's
articles (and a friend) up
, .I say "my" refs, because I am a have had us measure them. Of
our
local
police~ try to choose your ment last summer when I was walk- · until now, I didn't think that the
supervisor and in charge ofrecruit- course, your manager should have
ing to 7-11 in the middle of the article was very accurate and I
.ing (or searching for) officials. You · told you that, had he read the rules, arguments a little better...
Isolated
incidents
of
harassment
·
night.
I was stopped and told that thought it needed to be corrected a.
see, the officials are paid minimum or are you the team manager, Mike? ·
do
occur
in
police
work,
just
as
.
anyone
who was out at that _time of . little bit.
To sum it up, I stand behind all
wage. Needless to say, there are not
isolated
lapses
in
ethics
occur
in
night
was
stealing. He then called·
I myself am a referee and, along
an' abundance of students who are my officials and their ·decisions,
journalism.
my
name
in
'
a
nd
hassled
me
for
with
a few others, am not happy in
·willing to devote what little ·extra even Ian (or Adolph as he has been
Signed,
being
qut
so
late.
,
time they have to listening to I 0 or called) and am thankful to have
It seems that the officers should See Adolph page 7
more students bitch and moan at enough officials to continue . the . Lisa Haugaard, Scott Willis, Ellen ·
them throughout the game, so I have Intramural Sports Program. I can: to search for volunteers. I will have not wait to see what problems Mike
to agree that our caliber of officiat- finds with our softball ieague!
. ing skill is far from the professional signed,
level, but as I stated before~ so is Bob Brooks
the pay! If you would like a 400percent increase on the registration To the editor:
fee, we .could afford some profesMr. Bush, the arguments you
.si~nal officials, but then again, I made for claiming (police) .harasshave never heard Bobby Knight say ment (Feb. 23) were very poor.
"The officials sure are good toYou complained about the fre_night."
quency with which,ym1 have been
Mike also seemed displeased, to
contacted about the Ellensburg noise
say the least, with the Sportsmanordinance, which we suspect is no
ship Ratings. Could that be because
his team was the only team .to fall longer mysterious to you - your
below the minimum "4.5 points to neighbors think you are too loud.
remain in the league?" Despite·our That means you and your friends
reluctance, Rob Gimlin gave Mike's are the problem, not the police.
You also complained of police
team (Too Drunk To Dunk) several
chances to raise their ratings and brutality when you and one of your
allowed them to continue playing. friends purposely interfered with a
Sportsmanship Ratings are just that, police investigation. When you
a rating of the team's sportsman- asked the officer what was going
ship. If a team has a whiner or on, why did it develop into a heated
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Adolph: the ball changes hands
Continued from page 6
the least about the cut-up we received in this article. Since we
haven't had the chance to express
ourselves such as Mike has, this
note should make we referees feel a
lot better, though I'm sure it won't
change anything at all.
I found three main points in his
article that were terribly wrong: 1)
The team that has allegedly been
picked on so badly throughout this
season is the worst basketball team
in the league (I know because I have
officiated them this year). At least
this part of Mike's article is true,
which shows how much they know
about basketball (something that we
officials were accused of not knowing). And I have never seen a more
sorry bunch of complainers in my
life, never letting a foul go without
yelling at the refs, as if they could
never commit a foul.
2) The article said that the offi-

cials, in general, were terrible and of all, it's hard to find refs at all
didn't know anything about the be~ause of teams like Mike's. Secgame - in his words: "They know ondly, (and this question directed at
about as much about basketball, or Mike and his team) would you go to
any other sport for that matter, as a a basketball officiating clinic so that
two-year-old basset hound." Well, you can be certified to referee intraI'd like to know who would know mural basketball for minimum
the game better than ex-varsity wage? I think not. And lastly, the
basketball players Tim Brown and game of basketball might be the
Israel Dorsey? I just have to go hardest of all sports to officiate,
against Mike on that point. I guess really needing four officials instead
I don't like being bunched together of two to see all you should. But, we
as a whole unit when some of us are do the best we can, some of us not as
as good or better than any officials well as others, but we still try. And
around, especially the officials on if this team of Mike's would like to
Mike's team (although they don't try it next year, I'd love to see the
results.
have whistles).
Thanks for hearing me out. Oh,
3) The last thing I would like to
call to your attention is about how and Mike, nothing personal, buddy.
we officials should "learn the rules." But, next time you are mad at one
I can see that his team would want person, such as Adolph, don't into have the best officials in the clude everyone else that is remotely
league, especially when they lost connected to him in your cut-up
every game because of them (yes, · articles.
that was sarcasm). This is such_a Signed,
ridiculous statement because, first Larry Fleming

Forum
What they don't see won't hurt them
anti-drug message.
In fact, Missouri's bill falls short
of its potential. The bill should
require each community to rate not
only videos available for sale and
rent, but movies to be screened in
each area. It should also include the

by RENEE RICKETTS
Managing Editor

Video movies with excessive acts
of violence will be treated as pornographic films in Missouri if that .
state 's senate passes a bill which
has already passed the house. The
bill would make it illegal for children under age 18 to buy or rent
videos classified as "excessively
violent" by a community board.
Missouri Rep. Doug Harpool (D)
wrote the bill in response to parental complaints that their latch-key
children had been watching violent
movies after school without the
parents' permission. It originally
asked that such movies be kept with
explicitly sexual films in a separate
room of video stores, but now allows for display in a separate section as well as rental to minors with
written parental consent- a provision not allowed for pornographic
films.
Although videos would be treated
as pornography, the three-part test
for determining "excessive violence" would be handled like
Missouri's obscenity law, in that it
would be decided according to the
standards of each community.
According to a spokeswoman for
the representative, this is to compensate for the fact that "What is
considered acceptable in a rural area
is different than in St. Louis or
Kansas City."
Three criteria must be considered
by the city or county board when its
terms are defined - whether the
movie appeals to a morbid or natural interest, whether it depicts patently graphic violent scenes and
whether it lacks literary artistic cri~ teria.
Support forthe bill has come from
those who are specifically interested in movies which contain cannibalism, sexual mutilation, rape
and bondage, but individual communities would have the power to
restrict acts sometimes contained in
movies rated "PG-13" by the Mo-

power of the community to rate
movies for obscene language.
In so far as it maintained a parent's
right to grant permission for his/her
children to view a restricted movie,
such a law would be valuable to
every state and should be adopted.

Student responses:
"It's hard to draw a line because some 15-year-olds are more mature
than 18-year-olds. Who is to say what kind of movies are right for every
person? Besides, minors will get a hold of them anyway."
- Lola Roberts, senior
"If you want to see a movie, you should be able to see it. If your parents
feel it is okay, then you should be allowed. If an effective warning system
is used, there is no reason to ban any movie."
·
- Wendy Blair, freshman

"I think it is a good idea to ban violent movies. A good example is the
movie 'Colors.' This movie about L.A. gangs was really violent. A lot of
kids watched this movie and think of it as a game of' cops and robbers.' It
can be dangerous in the hands of young and uneducated children."
- Suzanne Snell, freshman
"I can see why they are ban,ning violent films. With all the publicity
about how violence can prove to be detrimental later in life, the government is trying to protect future generations."
- Denise Widner, sophomore

Photo illustration by Ginger Ehrhardt
tion Picture Association of America.
The :tv1PAA' s panel is solely made
up of parents, and its ratings appear
to be made with the welfare of the
young in mind. A paradox of criteria arose with the movie "Scarface"
Due to excessive violence and obscene language, it was rated "X" by
the association's Classification and
Ratings Administration. That rating was appealed and eventually
lowered to "R" by the :tv1PAA
"because it's a very antidrug movie,"
according J~ck Valenti, the
association's president.
"The single most important problem in the media today, as clearly
indicated by social science research,
is not pornography but violence,"
Edward I. Donnerstein, Ph.D. and
Daniel G. Linz, Ph.D. said in their

essay "The Question of Pornography."
Considering this statement, the
MPAA' s judgement to award
"Scarface" an "R" rating must be
questioned. A group of parents is
apparently not the best judge of
what is acceptable content for all
viewers.
Rating videos for rental in each
individual Missouri city and county
will undoubtedly take precious
governmental time, but tailoring the
decision to the communites' values
is necessary. "Scarface" may be acceptable for people under 18 in an
urban community where drugs are
prevalent, but not in a rural area
where the affect of drugs · on the
community is significantly less and
the violence may have more of an
affect on young viewers than the

"It's not a good idea to ban the movies. Minors will get a hold of them
anyway. All movies should be purchased and attended out in the open so
everyone can see. There is no reason to hide anything."
- Todd Bailey, sophomore
"I can't see lawmakers restricting movies when it involves an 18-yearold, that age is a bit old. There are movies that are too violent, 'Scareface'
is a good example. When they start decapitating people that is pushing it.
That is even hard for me to watch."
- Michael Aguilera, junior
"I like excessively violent movies. If it.doesn'thave blood and guts it's
not worth it. A possible solution is to put warning labels on the movies.
This might help, but I think it isn't fair to take away rights even if it is over
a video."
- Wayne Metz, junior
"I think Missouri has the right idea - there is enough violence out
there. Minors don't need excessively violent material. Psychologists are
trying to prove that this will be harmful later and I think they have
something. Unless parents are willfog to watch these movies with their
children, the ban is a good idea."
- Mike Howard, senior

Student responses collected by Lisa Aitken
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Ellensburg has 'Coolest record shop'
by MARK WAVRA
Staff Writer

Ace's owner Tim Nelson describes his store's "miscelaneous collectables" to a customer. (Photo by Gina Myer)

Ellensburg has its own nationally
recognized memorabilia and entertainment shop. It is known as Ace's
Books and Records, Ace's Music
Store, or just plain Ace's. Owner,
managerandactivecollectivist, Tim
Nelson has cultivated the shop into
what it is today, whatever that is ....
Ace's most famous attribute is its
music collection. Backlash, a Seattle-based music publication, rates
Ace's number one for being "the
coolest record shop." Other northwest magazines, including San
Francisco-based Puncture, also
give Ace's rave reviews for its
musical inventory.
Ace's was initially established in
the early 1970s to be a bookstore/art
gallery by a friend of Nelson's.
Nelson said he feels he is responsible for establishing the shop and
kt?eping it above water.
"I started out selling a coin collection through the store," said
Nelson. "I was putting all of the
effort into running the shop and
taking care of the business so it
became more and more my shop."
When Nelson began running the
shop, its inventory consisted mainly
of books, some used albums and a
few other collectable. Since then,
the shop has expanded and now it
buys, sells and trades a wide variety,
of collectables. The revised inven-

tory includes records, tapes, compact disks, mag_azines, comic books,
books, baseball cards, posters, buttons, World War I and II paraphernalia and even flags.
"This is all a result of 15 years of
plugging away at it," said Nelson.
"I just bought merchandise, sold it
at a profit, took the money I made
and bought some more to sell."
Nelson acquired most of his hardto-find memorabilia at junk sales,
garage sales, antique shops and
sales, gun shows, stamp shows, coin
shows and by just keeping his eye
out for interesting objects.
According to Nelson, people are
frequently astounded by his diverse
selection because they find things
that cannot be found in any of the
million-dollar inventory stores in
Seattle. Ace's has developed a faithful group of customers, many of
which do business with Nelson
through the mail. This network of
customer/traders expands his collectingjurisdiction. Ace's even sells
records to international record
buyers.
"People from ~ll around come
specifically to Ellensburg to find
rare, out of print or import records
at Ace's," said Nelson.
Ace's also carries no-name and
independent artist's works. Although this occurs on a small scale,
Nelson considers it to be successful.
Ace's also serves Nelson's per-

sonal interests, not only as a business but a way to support his hobby
of collecting. He uses the shop as a
way in which he can trade and
expand his personal collection. His
main interest is collecting Wold War
I and II items. This is in conjunction
with the book he is writi~g and the
class he is teaching on the same
subject.
"I have my own personal library
here that provides information for
my book and my research," said
Nelson.
Nelson said he runs the shop fora
number of reasons, but mainly to
curb boredom in town.
"Ellensburg u_sed to have a more
active music scene," said Nelson.
"In fact it was becoming known as
a little Liverpool, but it's not as
exciting anymore. Now I run the
shop to fill the gap in music, literature and other entertainment. It's
also a place to hang out."
Nelson is a widely recognized
authority on the 60s. His extensive
knowledge stems from the fact that
he began collecting Beatles albums
at age twelve and grew up during
that decade.
Nelson did not plan to build his
shop into the collector's haven that
it is today, but this compilation of
miscellaneous collectables was no
accident. It took 15 years of hard
work to establish Ace's and Nelson
said "I wonder why I'm here sometimes."

'Gear up' for spring cycling at Central
At the first sign of
spring, bicycle shops are
bombarded by cyclists
who need to get their
equipment in order before
they can start riding.
"Most of our customers
need to have a flat repaired,
replace rusty cables ?r remove rust from the bike
after it has sat underneath
a snow bank all winter,"
said George May , A local
bike shop spokesman.
The parts for bike repairs can be purchased at
any bike shop or sporting
goods store. Most of the
repairs are simple enough
to do at home in your own
backyard.
Local bike
shops are willing to help if
you run into any problems.
"Along with the equipment, most cyclists need
to replace the accessories
that go along with biking,"
May said. "After one sea~on some people can't
seem to remember where
they stored their biking
helmet. gloves and
shorts."

Are you ready for spring bike riding?
Here are some basic points on how to prepare your bicycle.

•

Lubricate cable with chain
oil by pulling brake lever back
and spraying on oil.

Wipe frame, spokes and parts with a
clean rag, inspecting for cracks as you clean.

Hold brakes and grab
headset. If you can move
wheel from side to side,
headset needs adjustment.

Lubricate chain with bicycle
oil. Wipe off excess.

up.

• Pick
bike and spin
wheel. If rim
rubs on the
brake pads,'
straighten the
wheel.
·
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Check bearings by trying to move the
crankset laterally. If there is any play, it
needs work.

:.. Squeeze tires to check air pressure.
Air tires. Replace tire and tube if older
than one year.

El

Check nuts and -bolts to
make sure they are tight. Oil •.
freewheel.
Julie Guerrero, Gannett News Service

'
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Tonight: A touch of Vegas at the SUB
by DEB FARLEY .
Staff Writer

Mike Murphy, the Las Vegasstyle comic-musician noted in Sun
Valley for his never-ending rapidfire humor, performs tonight in the
Samuelson Union Building ballroom.
Tickets for his 8 p.m. performance may be purchased at the door
for $2. The event is sponsored by
the Associated Students of CWU.
Scott Shinsato, a Student Activities spokesman said comedy a~ts
have proven to be popular at Central, and he expects a g~od turnout
for the show.
"Mike is known for packing the
hous·e ," said John Powell, Murphy's
a~ent. "It's like going to a partyhe gets the audience involved."
Powell said Murphy has a cultlike following in San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, and Spokane.
Murphy's biggest following is in
Sun Valley where he performs five
days a week from December through
Ma~~
.
"Anyone who visits Sun Valley
goes to see Murphy's performance,"
said Powell. "Everyone, even Clint
Eastwood, brings his friends in to
see Mike."
Murphy's non-stop routine runs

Comedian µike Murphy performs in the SUB ballroom at 8 p.m.
up to four ho~rs long. Reviews of
Murphy's act attribute his ability to
keep the audience entertained to
both his talent and his interaction
with the crowd.
Murphy said he makes a point to
involve the audience in his act. He

said he brings a flashlight on stage
to single out patrons and frequently
conducts dialogue with them.
Murphy's act bounces back anj
forth among tunes from the '50s
and '60s, off-color jokes, Dueling
Banjos' playing both parts, audi-

ence sing alongs, harmonica tunes,
and a wild stagecoach ride.
Many reviews have named
Murphy's rendition of the wild west
a favorite feature of his routine.
"He does the shooting, the Indians, he yells, he holl\\ers," said Powell describing the 10-minute segment. "You need to see it or at least
hear it to appreciate his talent."
Powell said Murphy began his
career about 15 years ago in San
Francisco, and has just recently
began performing for the collegeaged audience.
"Central is one of his first," said
Powell. "Mike has been a real smash
at the colleges."
Murphy performed at about four
colleges in ·California and Idaho,
and he was at Whitman College in
January.
Murphy lives in the Sun Valley
Inn during the winter and skis daily.
He spends the rest of his time in
Marin County, Calif. This is where
he says he gets his "new stuff."
After Thursday's performance,
Murphy will go on to Portland and
then to Seattle where he plays about
four times a year at Giggles.
"ThenLakeTahoe,thenSanFran-·
cisco ... the word is out-Mike packs
them in," said Powell.
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Calendar
of events
LECTURE
Everything from changing a
light bulb to fixing a drippy faucet
will be included in the seminar
"Basic Home Maintenance ...
Know how it works and how to
fix it!" Kevin Hughes from industrial and engineering technology
will speak April 12, at the Brown
Bag Lunchtime Seminar at noon
in the Women's Resource Center
lounge.

STAGE
Susan Zender's "Step on a
Crack," will be presented by the
Central Washington University
Drama department April 13, 14
and 15 in the Tower Theater. This
children's theater production
focuses on a 10-year-oldgirl who
must adjust to a new stepmother.
It is suitable for all ages.

MUSIC
Violinist Wendy Richards,
assistant professor of music is
featured in an up coming faculty
recital series. The recital will take
place April 12 at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall.

Album review

Former Styx singer releases third solo album
'_'Boomchild," a follow-up of his
previous releases, "Back to the
World" and "Desert Moon."
"Boomchild" includes a handful
of great musicians such as drummer
John Robinson (from Steve

by ROB THOMPSON
Staff Writer

Dennis DeYoung, former lead
singer and pianist of Styx, has released his third solo album entitled
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Bring this ad in for $1.00 · ·
off any CD, album or cassette.

Hours: Monday-Saturday 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

313 N. Pearl St.
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Ken's
Auto-Truck Wash ·
210 S. Main Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Ken's
Auto Wash

10]3 E. 10th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926

962·85010 % 0;;·7915
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Side one closes with "Harry's
Hands," a song dealing with a union
worker who barely finished junior
high.
Side two opens with the title
theme "Boomchild." This is a song
that talks about life in the fifties growing up with a Chevy, hoola
hoop and watching Mickey Mouse.
This is DeYoung's best solo hit
to date. This song has a get-up and
go sound similar to "Rockin' the
Paradise," from Styx's "Paradise
Theater album."
Ifthe album doesn't hit gold status
(500,000 copies), it will be a shame.

SNEAKERS MIGHT BE DANGEROUS:

I

·--------r--------------------,
m
925-6895

Winwood's band), bassist Jeffrey
Vanston and guitarist Tom Dziallo.
DeYoung, 42, who has been on a
five-year sabbatical from Styx, hit
the top 10 chart with the songs "Desert Moon," "Don't Wait for Heroes," "Call Me" and "This is the
Time."
The new album leads off with the
cut "Beneath the Moon;" DeYoung
continues to show his expertise on
piano while Dziallo plays great guitar rhythms throughout.
The second and third songs,"The
Best is Yet to Come" and "What a
Way to Go," also follow the theme.

Researchers haw isolated two compounds commonly found in
shoes, especially sneakers, that cause ..shoe dermatitis" - a painful
allergic condition that makes feet itch, burn and blister. One of the
compounds is known to cause cancer in rats, says Jerry McLaughlin of Purdue University.

-GIN

Harry B's night club in Barto
lounge will feature the top-40
band, Diamond White on April 7
at 8 p.m. Non-alcoholic refreshments will be available.
Award winning soprano Jane
Wyss will perform a guest recital
April 13 at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall. Accompanied by pianist Lee
Thompson and trumpeter Gerald
Webster, Wyss will feature historical works by Scarlatti, Handel, Debussy and Rachmaninoff.
Wyss is a member" of the Washington State University music
faculty.
PapaJohn's will feature Jazz in
the SUB Pit, Wed. at8:00. Everyone is welcome and the event is
free.

SCREEN
The French Film Festival will
run April 11-16 at the Liberty
Theater. Films show nightly at
8:45 p.m.

I
I
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Speaker to motivate Central

ffi

by NOREEN ELBERT
Staff Writer

1

Motivation. Inspiration. Positive
attitude. Sometimes it takes all three
just to get out of bed in the morning.
Dr. James L. Kem, a nationally
known motivational speaker, will
make inspirational presentations on
"Understanding Self and Others,"
"Leadership in a Service Oriented
Industry" and "Relationships" to
interested stuqents and staff April
10-11.
Kem has a background in teaching, coaching, counseling and consulting. When hired by Lee Iacocca
to lecture and give workshops to
the employees of the Chrysler corporation, Kem promised he would
only accept payment if he made the
audience laugh.
The five principles in Kern's .. "Understanding Self and Others"
talk are humans are the most precious things on earth, children are
people, all humans are unique,
humans can change and improve
and human feelings are as important as human knowledge.
While at Central, Kem will speak
to the residence hall staff, enrichment program students of Muzzall
Hall and professional staff. CWU
students and members of the community are invited to hear Kem
Dr. James L. Kern will use his nationally-known humor and inspiraApril 10 at 7 p.m. in Barto lounge
tional techniques in motivational presentations scheduledfor April 10and April 11 at noon in the SUB
11 atCWU.
pit.

French Film Week includes
visit with ·French. editor
by NOREEN ELBERT
Staff Writer

The romance, adventure, mystery and comedy of France will come
alive during the fifth annual French
Film Festival April 11-16 at the
Liberty Theater in Ellensburg.
CWU French Professor Kelton
Knight is responsible for the arrangement of the film festival. The
films were provided by the cultural
services division of the French
Embassy in New York. CWU international programs office and the
Liberty Theater are sponsors of the
festival.
Tuesday night, "Comedie!" will
be featured. This film, marked as "a
serious romantic comedy," emphasizes relationships, jealousy, and
the games people play.
"Ville Etrangere" (Foreign City)
is a 1988 release directed by Didier
Goldschmidt. The film concentrates
on one man's search for reality
amidst his own confusion.
The Thursday night feature is an
Alfred Hitchcock type thriller,
"Agent Trouble." The mystery,
starring Catherine Deneuve, Richard Bohringer, and Tom Novembre
(a professional rock singer), is about
robbery and murder.
"Noir et Blanc" (Black and White)
will be presented Friday evening. A
black masseur and white
accountant's relationship is the
focus of the film. The film is shot
entirely in black and white to enhance its cinematographic effect.
Jocelyn Saab, A Libyan director

projects in the film, "Une Vie Suspendue" (A Suspended Life), the
loyalty Libyans feel for the city of
Beirut. The story is centered around
the relationship between a thirteen
year old and a disillusioned intellectual.
The week will end with the showing of "La Madison de Jeanne"
(Jeanne's · House). This movie,
characterized as a "droll and tender
film," depicts the importance of
love. Critics distinguished the film
for its pleasurable theme.

·~

As a special feature of the French
Film Festival, Nicholas Saabo, editor of "Cahier du Cinema," will be
at the Liberty one evening after the
film, Knight said.
The French films, with
English subtitles, will show at 8:45
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
Tickets can be purchased at the door
or through the foreign language
department. The cost of tickets is
$2.50 individually or $12 for the
entire series.
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'Lean on Me' faces
discrimination at box office
John G. Avildsen, the director of class, and that was only going to
"Rocky" and "The Karate Kid," is cause a giant revolution someday."
fighting an uphill battle of his own
A vildsen, who won an Oscar for
these days.
his direction of "Rocky," says he's
While his current movie, "Lean saddened that "Lean on Me" has
on Me," has been a hit with black invited the inevitable comparisons
audiences, white moviegoers have with his 1976 classic. In fact, some
shied away. Avildse·n is conducting critics are calling it "Rocky Goes to
a publicity blitz to turn that around. High School."
"For some reason, whites are
Avildsen concedes that "Rocky"
perceiving this as a black film. I _and "Lean on Me" have broadly
never thought of it that way," similar story lines: one man rising
Avildsensays. "And unfortunately, to the occasion to overcome near-·
the central theme of the picture impossible odds. "But that's not a
the blight of urban education new idea. 'Mr. Smith Goes to
isn't being discussed by as many Washington' was the same story.
whites as I had hoped.,,So was David and Goliath. You
Based on the true story of New know, somebody once said there
Jersey principal Joe Clarke, "Lean were only two stories evermadeon Me" is a rousing tale of how a 'Jack and the Beanstalk' and 'Cinprincipal turns around a dying in- derella.' "
ner-city high school with a policy of
In both regards, he's much like
"tough love."
America's favorite kitsch-meister
Avildsen says he was attracted to of the '30s and '40s Frank Capra.
the film because he has two boys in "Yes, he's always been one of my
high school himself. "Education in l heroes," Avildsen says.
this country is way down on the
And vice versa, perhaps. Capra
totem pole of priorities. Teachers "was one of the first people to see
aren't paid enough. Not enough Rocky, and he said there was only
parents care. Ifeducation were doing one thing wrong with it - he didn't
a better job, our society would be a direct it," A vildsen says. "He was a
lot healthier right now."
greatchampionofthepicture, which
Avildsen has followed Clarke's certainly didn't hurt it." "Rocky"
career since his.appearance - with won Oscars for best picture, best dibaseball bat and bullhorn in hand- rector and best editor.
on the cover of Time magazine in
Not surprisingly, Avildsen has
·1986.
beencollaboratingwithFrankCapra
"He seemed like somebody who Jr. in developing a movie about his
was knocking himself out. Some- father's life, a "Rocky" story in
body who was very concerned that itself. The son of poor Italian immiblack and Hispanic kids weren't grants, Capra Sr. studied to be an
getting the same shake as white engineer and rose through
kids. And he was realistic enough to Hollywood's ranks to become one
realize that this was going to segre- of the nation's most respected and
gate them into a permanent under- popular directors.
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/Apple College Infonnation Network.

Need some quick items-from a grocery _
store, but can't wander far
from campus?

TRY US!!

JHi-Way Grille
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No time for restraint...

HIWAY
GllLU

111 West 8th

925-3724
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Buy 1 Mexican Item from
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and receive 2nd Item of
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Flavors change almost daily!!!
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Mike Bush

What about the right to arm bears?
For a long while, I've wanted to write a
column about the sport (HA!) of hunting; but
I had to wait until the season was over.
I have excellent reasons for this delay mainly because I am chicken. All of my
roommates hunt and contained within my
home is an arsenal of weapons which could
take out the riation oflran in the first round of
a 12-round championship bout. My roomies
aie not just your ordinary hunters, they are
supra-hu~ters-they live for the sport (HA!).
They own super-duper hunting bows, riottype rifles, rifles .· with scopes and . amior- .
· piercing bullets. This is why I'm chicken. If,
God forbid,. I was · to write something bad .
about their beloved sport (HA!) they would ·
blindfold me and shoot me execution-style.
In the American Heritage Dictionary,
·.. "hunting" is defined "to pursue game for food
or sport." Let's get one thing straight _:_
Hunting is NOT a sport. If it was truly · a ·
sport, the animals would have weapons, too.
Hunter~ are people in extremely brightly
ACROSS

1 Judge
5 Wine cups
9 Male sheep
12 Site of Taj
Mahal

13 Girl's name
14 Sudsy brew
15 Abhor
17 Spanish article
18 Neckpiece
19 Carry
21 Country of Asia
23 Most pleasing
27 Agave plant .
28 Chicago airport
29 Turf
31 Make lace
34 Chinese
distance
measure
35 Pullman car

colored hats who carry very high-powered
rifles with sights that could blow away a
sparrow at 1,000 yards. To find out just how
accurate these gaming (HA!) sights are, I
visited a gun shop and talked to a man named
Raider.
Me: "Tell me, Raider, just how far away
could I stand if I wanted to shoot a raisin off
your head, without missing?"
Raider: ."Arkansas."
So you see why I don't think sights should
be legal for hunting - they're completely
unfair. Now we've got the argument over the
AK-47 · and similar rifles. Should they be
banned or not? I say they should. Hunters say
they use these rifles for hunting (HA!). Just
like I use a mop to brush my teeth. Not that a
mop wouldn't work very well, but it's a little
much for such a small job - see my point?
Now, about these armor-piercing bullets;
My argument against them is the fact that, as
many times as I've seen deer and other wild
animals, I have yet to see one ·wearing a

38 Symbol for ·
rhodium
39 Choose
41 Offspring
42 Eagle's nest
44 Teutonic deity
46 Hardly
48 Having
branches
51 Without end
52 High mountain
53 River in Siberia
55 Bursts forth
59 Diocese
60 Wheel tooth
62 Country of Asia
63 That woman
64 Chair
65 Kind of mug

DOWN
1 Pigeon pea
2 The self

The
Weekly

·crossword
· Puzzle
3 Period of time
4 Substances
5 Rugged mountain crest
6 Roman 1001

7 Devoured

8 Seasoning
9 Hare
10 Century plant
11 Flesh
16 Hostelries
20 Element
22 Kind of type:
abbr.
23 Piece for one
24 Beat
25 Babylonian
deity
··
26 Cover
30 More beloved
32 Seed covering
33 Pronoun
36 Dawn goddess
37 Newly enlisted .
soldier ·
40 Mood
.
43 Concerning .
45 Sun god
47 Prevent
48 Reckless ·
49 Toward shelter
50 Records
·
54 Insect
56 In favor of
57 Flap
58 Vessel's curved
planking
61 Cooled lava

Puzzle solution on page 15
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bullet-proof vest. My roommate Chris says
that bullets like those wouldn't kill an aniqial
anyway - they would pass right through the
critter. So, my next question is: What are they
.usedfor then??? Maybe they would be useful just in case you were walking down the
street and a whole busload of bears were
boring down on you at 70 mph and yoti
needed to shoot the bus, but other thai;i that, if
I'm not mistaken, the only thing armor-piercing bullets are good for is piercing armor. As
in -Armor Worn By Human Beings.
So, the way I see it, most of these weapons
are nothing more than an invitation to wackos
all over the world to shoot other people. In
fact, when·you buy a new gun, you get a little
piece of paper from the manufacturer that
states: "As the proud new owner of a semiautomatic weapon, you should be aware that
you will easily be able to tum it into an
automatic and will be able to kill anything,
giving you a false sense ·of power that will
make it very tempting to visit your local fastfood establishment and make a few holes in

the french fry chef. Of course, actions such as
this would nullify your warrantee."
Should these weapons be banned? Yes.
And so should sights. And so should shotguns. And so should hand .guns. And so
should bows and arrows. · ·
Hunters are screaming with tears running
down their faces now. Before they. come to
get me, let me explain. If they want to be
macho, if they want to be fair, they should
abolish all weapons.
If hunting is ever to be a real sport, these
hunters must get a good pair of running shoes
and chase iheir prey. When they see a deer,
they would have to sneak up on it, chase it
down, tackle it and fight it to the death. I
suspect there would be a drastic decline in
dead animal heads hanging in living rooms.
Bear hunting would definiteIy be the toughest. Try wrestling a bear to the ground with~
out losing several vital limbs. Dam near
impossible, I bet.
But boy, wouldn't it really ~acho?

be

New B.O.D.: High Aspirations;
Realistic Goals -

T.J. Sedgwick,
ASCWU President

Henri Moreau,
Executive Vice President

Jon M. Elliott,
Vice President of Budget & Finance

...

Dan Sutich,
Director of Student Living

Matt Braden,
Director of Facilities
Planni11g

Don Hendrixson,
Director of Faculty Senate

Drew Wood,
Director of Clubs and
Organizations

Are You Interested in Becoming Involved ?
Opportunities Open Up ....

**Executive Assistant, Director of Legislative Affairs
**Executive Assistant, Director of Public Relations
**Researcher

These salaried positions are now open:

These are appointed positions. Stop by the B.O.D. office (SUB 106 for an
interview appointment. The filing deadline is April 12

Calendar of E v e n t s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.......
Thurs. April 6

Club Senate meeting in SUB 204-205 at 3 p.m.
Funds Council meets in the Club Room at 2 p.m.
**Mike Murphy: comedian/musician in the SUB
Ballroom from 8-10:30 p.m.

Mon. April 10

ASCWU B.O.D~ meeting in the SUB Teanaway at 1 p.m.

Wed. April 12

Faculty Senate meeting in SUB 204/205 at 3 p .m.
Papa Johns presentation - SUB Pit at 8 p.m.

**REMEMBER ...
Parent's Weekend°is May· 12~14; A Weekend to Remember**

·. BIG ISSUE: Services and Activities Fee
t
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'Cats take
third place
at NAIA
hoop finals
Aaron finishes career
as Wildcat's fourth
all time leading scorer
by TAMI SCHRANK
Contributing Writer

The Central Washington University men's basketball team
capped a 32-10 season with a thirdplace finish at the NAIA National
Tournament. The men lost to eventual champion St. Mary's, Texas.
Surviving a slow start and a midseason three-game losing streak the
'Cats beat Western Washington in
three games in the district playoffs
to earn a trip to the national tournament in Kansas City, Mo.
After winning an extremely
tough playoff game on the
opponent's home court, head coach
Dean Nicholson said going to the
national tournament was, "extra
sweet."
"Making the final four was a
real accomplishment," Nicholson
said.
The 13th-seeded Wildcats beat
unseeded Georgia College 86-79,
fourth-seeded Charleston, S.C. 6655 and fifth-seeded Wheeling Jesuit, W.Va. 87-78, before losing to
eighth-seeded St. Mary's 60-58.
The victories gave CWU a record 38 tournament wins, breaking
the old mark of 36 set by Hamline,
Minn. Head coach Dean
Nicholson's 36 wins tied the mark
for most coaching victories set by
Hamline' s Joe Hutton. Nicholson

was a member of the team that had
the other two wins.
Nicholson said he takes great
pride in the national tournament
win record.
"It took a lot of work to establish
that record," he said. "It is a real
accomplishment for the basketball
program."
Although he hasn ,,.t really had
time to think about the 'Cats success, Nicholson said he is very proud
of this team.
There have been teams with
better overall seasons, Nicholson
said, but the final test is nationals
and this team measured up.
Crediting the total team effort
and team spirit, Nicholson said,
"They came together about as well
as any team we've ever had."
Forward Carl Aaron completed
his brilliant career as a Wildcat by
being named to the all-tournament
team at the national tournament and
being selected to the NAIA AllAmerica second team.
Aaron finished his career with
1,410 points to become the fourth
leading scorer in school history. He
also joined Mel Cox (1967) as the
only players in school history to
average 20 points per game for their
careers.
Dave Biwer finished his fouryear career at Central by setting a
single-season record for rebounds

Carl Arron goes up for the shot against a Georgia College player during the NAIA.finals that
were held in Kansas City. (Daily Record photo)

·--------------------------------------....J
(359) and a career mark for steals
(142).
Van Beard's 113 blocked shots
gave him the single-season record
and ranks him second on the career
list. He also set the single-game
mark with eight against Western
Oregon (Dec. 16) and Northwest
College (Feb. 20).
Guard Jim Toole set a singlegame record for three-point attemp~
( 10) and tied the single-game mark
for three-point field goals made (6).
Toole set those records in the second game of the best-of-the-three
championship series against West-

em Washington.
Biwer was also named the
Honorary Team Captain by his
teammates. Jock White was named
the Inspirational Award winner,
while Bryan Gerig won the Hustle
Award.
White led the team in field goal
percentage (54.5) and ranked second in scoring averaging 11 points
per game. Gerig finished with 228
assists for the two years he played at
CWU to rank seventh on the alltime career list.
A total of 13 players were
awarded letters. Five of the 13 will

returnforthe 1989-90season. They
are: Al Griffin, Jim Toole, Stacy
Everhart and Scott Kenney.
Other letter winners were: Dave
Biwer, Art Haskins, Carl Aaron,
Bryan Gerig, Kelly Byne, Steve
Evenson, Jock White and Van
Beard.
Nicholson denied any rumors
that he might retire from coaching
saying, "Right now I plan to come
back next year."
He said that his decision to
continue is dependant on his health
and his ability contribute to the team.
"Every year is a new challenge,"
he said.

Mueller shines as golf team struggles early in season
by ROY ELIA and KIRK LUNDQUIST
Staff Writer

With three senior golfers returning from a team that finished 18th in
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics national tournament last season, there is reason
for optimism in the Central Washington University camp as the 1989
campaign begins.
Tom Mueller, medalist in three
tournaments a season ago (Puget
Sound, Portland State and District),
returns for his·fourth year of varsity
golf. Mueller ranks third on the
Central all-time list for career stroke

average (78.2).
Perry Hallmeyer and Dan Williams are expected to bolster the
CWU squad as well, according to
head coach Frank Crimp. Both players are second-year veterans.
· Jeff Kent, a junior and a member
of Central's 1987 team (which finished 11th at nationals) and sophomore John Brandvold also figure to
play major roles, Crimp said.
The Wildcats will be gunning for
their third straight District I crown
under Crimp, who begins his fourth
· season as CWU coach.
·"The guys are excited and know
they have the potential to be a good

team," Crimp said.
Crimp sees the Wildcats as the
favorite to win the district title, but
expects serious challenges from
Western Washington and Pacific
Lutheran. "Western pretty much has everybody back, and Pacific Lutheran
should be strong," Crimp said.
"Puget Sound used to be weak, but
they should be improved. Simon
Fraser is always tough."
Though he does not see Whitman
as a serious threat for the district
title, Crimp indicated that the Missionaries host the district tournament at Walla Walla' s Veterans'

Memorial Golf Course, which perhaps will motivate them to play
"better than what they do normally."
Along with winning districts, a
top-10 finish at nationals in Saginaw, Michigan, is a long-term goal,
Crimp said.
"Once you've been there (to nationals), your confidence level
grows," he said.
Today the team hosts it's own
tournament, and hopes to fare better than it did in it's previous three
this year.
The 'Cat's first tournment this
year, the Tri-Cities Invitational, the
team placed a dismal fifth out of six

teams. In the second tournament,
the Willamette Invitational, the
"Cats placed fourth out of 13 teams.
Although the "Cats placed third
in the Walla Walla Invitational,
Mueller took the overall title
"I was satisfied with my effort,"
Mueller said,"considering how I
golfed in my first two tournaments."
The Central Washington tournament begins today at 12:30 p.m. at
Ellensburg Golf Club, and continues tomorrow at the Yakima Elks in
Selah .at_8:00 a.m. Thirteen teams
from around the Northwest will be
competing in the tournament.
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Bickar qualifies for nationals
land, Bickar, Bill Walker, of East hurdles, Kris Kjolso of Lynnwood
Wenatchee and John Pietz, of in the 400 hurdles and ·Sandy
Auburn.
Draper, of Ellensburg and Laura .
New qualifiers Saturday include Ricords of Federal Way, in the Shot
Fite and Mark Ward, of Olympia in put. Kjolso has qualified in three
the 200 meters, Robbie Kyler, of events, while Snell is a two-event
cwu.
A total of five teams - Whit- So. Yelm, in the 800 and Walker in qualifier.
worth, Whitman, Bellevue Com- the discus. All of Central's qualifiKjolso w.as a double winner in
munity College, Highline Commu- ers are either in field or running Saturday's meet, taking firsts in the
400 hurdles and long jump. Her
nity College and Central - com- events up to the 800 meters.
"Our 400 meter relay team is long jump of 17-8 was nearly a foot
peted in Saturday's non-team scoring event. In addition, athletes from running very well," said Arlt. "That farther than her previous district
·washington State University and team looks like a possible national qualifying mark.
"Kjolso is probably the best athUniversity ofWashington also com- qualifier."
"Freshmen James Mitchell is lete we have on the squad," said
peted.
Men's head coach Spike Arlt said, probably the most versatile runner," Adkins.
Other Central winners include
"Bickar was the 'performer-of-the- said sprint coach Charles Chandler.
day' with his national qualifying "He has qualified for district in all Keith Baker, of Maple Valley in
three of his events. If he gets back the men's 100, Walker in the shot
hammer throw."
Bickar, who was an NAIA All- down to his high school times he'll put, Greg Olsen in the 400 hurdles,
Kerrie Cavaness of Kirkland in the
American this winter in the 35- qualify for nationals easily."
Women's head coach Doug women's 10,000 meters, Snell in
pound weight (the indoor equivalent of the hammer) finished second Adkins said, "We are stronger in all the women's high jump and Krisin Saturday's competition behind events than last year."
ten Arthur of port Townsend in the
Central' s women have had nine 800 meters. Arthur's winning time
WSU's Paul Barrett.
Bickar's throw was a career-:best district qualifying marks. New was just one-half second off of
and moved him into second place · qualifiers Saturday included Mikki district qualifying.
Chandler said, "We are right on
on CWU's all-time list, right be- Bergman, . of Richland~ in the
hind 1987 national champion Jon women's 100, SuzAnne Snell, of course to win district title for third Central trackster Dean Josey reaches/or that extra inch during the
Torrence's school record of 187 Bellingham in the women's 100 year in a row."
long jump competition at Saturday's Invitational. (photo by Steve
feet 10 inches.
_Douglas)
Central also established nine new
district qualifying marks in the meet,
~»
four by its men and five by its
j7"'
Chinese and American Food
women.
~l
CWU' s men have posted 22 dis116 W. 3rd Avenue
111 E. 4th
trict qualifying marks, three each
925-4444
Order to go -- 925-2181
DELIVERY
(across
from Maurice's)
by freshmen James Mitchell, of TaAll You Can EatDinner Special
coma and Greg Olsen, of Renton
All You Can Eat Lunch
WE SELL, RENT AND REPAIR TYPEWRITERS
and two each by Carl Fite, of Rich5.25
4.25
Scott Bickar, of Spokane, a senior, became Central's first NAIA
national qualifier with a hammer
throw of 173 feet Saturday in an invitational track-and-field meet at

"f"
..,.pf

N.Y. Pagoda Restaurant

FREE

Lunch Special

3.35

· ·

.

Regular Dinners 10% Off for all
College Students and Senior Citizens

Live Music Wed. --- Sat.

Typewriter ribbons and
resume paper available

FAX SERVICE 1-509-925-5400

This is a paici advertiserent.
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But Davis still undefeated

Inexperience hinders netters
against Y.V.C.. All victories were
straight set wins. Senior JeffWilson
served a rare double bagel to
BAHA'I Informational Meetings.
Under first year coach Randy Fior- Yakima's Paul Maison 6-0, 6-0.
You are invited to investigate the
Latecomer to the team this year
ito, the Central Washington
progressive revelation of God's
Women's tennis team's season and one of two returning players for Messenger for today. Call 925record is 3-2, and the men's record the men, Junior Steve McCloskey 9056 or 925-3950 for further inforbeat Rob Sundquist 6-2, 6-0. Rob mation.
is 1-1.
Davis,
the other returning Central
Both teams are young, with only
·
player
beat
Rene Cavazos 6-3, 6-4. Mountain Bike - 15-speed, 2 sets
two returning players on each squad.
Central
v.
Whitworth-On
a chilly, of tires, commputer, fenders, back
The weakness of of the women's
·blustery
day
the
Central
women rack, water bottle, $550 or best offer.
team is play~r youth and inexperi.
avenged
their
loss
earlier
in the Call 962-3559. Ask for Pat.
ence, said Fiorito.
· season against Whitworth Friday,
"The men are balanced," he said.
beating them 6-3.
Get your PADI full open water
"There's not much separtaing the
Returning player from last year, certification within a 10-day pefirst seed from the sixth."
and top seed Jill Nelson extended riod, $160. Sign up at Moser's
Junior Rob Davis, who Fiorito said
her winning streak to 5-0 against Clothing and Scuba Supplies. Your
is a very consistent player and is
Teri Fenner 6-1, 6-2. Third seed home for Levi's. 118 E. Fourth,
still und~feated this season, is the
and Central' s second returning team 925-1272. ).
men's number-one seed this year.
member Lisa Burton won again~t
Word Processing, typing. ExperiOther undefeated players are the
Cami Brammer 6-3, 6-4.
men's number-two seed Senior Jeff
Second seed Chris Parkhurst also enced, reasonable, fast, accurate,
all forms. Spelling and grammar
Wilson, and for the women's team,
extended her win streak to 4-0
corrected, Resume specialist, Term
number-one seed Sophomore Jill
against Sonja Jansen 6-1, 6-2.
papers, and Theses. BOOKMARK
Nelson, and number-two seed JunKelly Williams and Noel Hioby
SERVICES, 415 N. Pine St. 962ior Chris Parkhurst.
won the third seed doubles match
6609 or 968-3228.
In earlier season play the women
after a slow start against Cami
lost 4-5 against Eastern and an idenBrammer and Nobuko Tanaka of ALASKA
SUMMER
tical score to Whitworth, and swept
Whitworth 2-6, 6-0, 6-4.
EMPLOYMENT-FISHERIES.
all the singles and doubles matches
Sixth seed Noel Hoiby lost a tough Earn $600+/week in cannery,
against Seattle Pacific University
fought match in a second .set tie- $8,000-$12,000+ for two months
9-0.
breaker to Nobuko Tanaka 2-6, 7-6, on fishing vessel. Over 8,000 openThe men lost to Seattle Pacific
(8-6). The wind greatly affected the ings. Noexperiencenecesary. Male
University 2-7. Becauseofrain, the
match as rallies lasted up to four or Female. For 52-page employscheduled men's matches against
minutes, making the players change ment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Pacific Lutheran University, and ball placement and strategies be- Research, Box 84008, Seattle, WA
98124.-30 day, unconditional
cause of sudden gusts.
Whitworth were postponed.
100% money back guarantee.
Central has a big home court adCentral v. YVC- In Thursday's
match against Yakima Valley Col- vantage over other schools, said
LETTER PERFECT Secretarial
lege the women again swept all nine Fiorito, who tries to get his players Services. Word processing, quality
singles and doubles matches. Top to love the wind, because it's their work, reasonable rates. Theses, term
seed Jill Nelson won against Sheri natural advantage.
papers, etc. 925-7750.
"Players come over here and lose
Wright in a tough three set match 36, 6-3, 6-0, and sixth seed Angie because they can't play in the wind," SPEND YOUR SUMMER ON A
RANCH. FlyingHorseshoeRanch
Everson won over Karen Jorgenson he said.
Pacific Lutheran University, is hiring counselors, wranglers, and
6-1, 6-1.
Since the match was played on the Whitworth, and the University of cooks. Shere your enthusiasm,
first day of school for Yakima, the Puget Sound are this year's teams to horsemanship, outdoor, craft and
other seven matches were forfeited. beat for both men and women said music skills, AND high moral standards with children 7-15. Private
The Central men also won 9-0 Fiorito.
resident camp, 25 miles N.W. of
Ellensburg. Excellent experience for
.,,~,,,,,m:··:=:=:@·Y?'Waves
ED, PE, or Leisure Service majors.
Salary androom/boardfor 11-week
season. Call Penny Blackbum 1arl!litll!i!l::tm::mm:::=t~:ti.
674-2366.
'
by JILL ULNESS

Staff Writer

Central tennis player Jill Nelson charges the net for the smash during a
match against Whitworth. (Photo by Steve Douglas)

First & Last Chance Tavern

·

·.·/:".,,;;t':(t::=:::=}·::::::·:=:·:····:····

In the First & Last Chance Tavern Logo Contest
There's an artist hidden away inside you, so let them out
and pick up some cash in the process. Pick up entry
application at First & Last Chance Tavern. Entries must
be in by the last day of April. Must be 21 to enter
1200 E. 10th.

2.72090

Specials for College Students

962-5999

r--------------------,
~

·

~

•Haircuts $6.50 or $1 O with style included•
•Perms starting at $25 up to $45•
•Spiral Perms $45•
(Includes Cut and Style)

~I

~I

=tlliiA

:tlut.

Makin' it great!

Styling Salon
, 438 N. Sprague

11

I

Makin' it great!"'

•

LAR.GE
FOR

~~

,,-,-1'

ANNOUNCING
OUR NEW OFFICE LOCATION

DR. DON A. CHILD.RESS

ME.DIUM
C.HARGE

KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509} 962-9796

925-5001
L

(11 a.m. to MIDNIGHT
SUN to THUR)

(11 a.m. to 1 a. m.
FRI to SAT)

·

--------------------~

Located: I block North of Safeway

. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
Four American Camping Association accredited camps; Camp Killoqua, Camp Roganunda, Camp
Sealth, and Camp Zanika. Cooks,
Program staff, Counselors, WSis
and Maintenance staff. On-campus
interviews April 13th. For interview /application contact Career
Planning at 105 Barge Hall.
Looking for a fraternity, sorority,
or student organization that would
like to make $500 - $1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Jill or Corine at 1800-592-2121.
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Central nine sweeps Eastern·Oregon
by STEVE POFF
Staff Writer

:rheCentral Washington University baseball team demonstrated
effective pitching , timely hitting
· and a somewhat solid defense in
dispatching the . Eastern Oregon
State College Mounties 6-5 and 31 in a ooubleheader in Ellensburg
on Thursday, March 23rd at Tomlinson Field. The games were delayed
two da s because of oor weather.

EOSC AT CWU
In the first game, the Wildcats
rode the solo left field home runs of
centerfielder Pat McGuire and
catcher Cory Skalisky to a victory
behind the pitching of senior starter
Charlie Hatem. Hatem gave up
only two hits in seven innings, yet
was unlucky, losing credit for the
win in the ninth when a routine
Mountie pop-up became a sun aided
single that plated the tying run. Ky le
Smith received the victory in relief

when the Wildcats scored in the
bottom of the ninth to end the game.
Ken Schrader also worked an inning on the mound for Central.
Eastern scored first to lead 1-0,
but Central came back to tie at 1-1
on McGuire's blast in the first. The
Mountie's scored once again in the
second to make it 2-1. The Wildcats knotted it again at 2-2 in the
third inning.
A pitcher's duel between Hatem,
an NAIA All American, and

Eastern's Jim Vandenburg ensued land, from Port Townsend, allowed
until the seventh, when Skalisky 's just two singles and no runs in 41/3
homer and three walks banished innings to gain his second win
Vandenburg and his replacement, against no losses for the year. PeScott Williams. George Armstrong tersen, from Yakima, earned a save
made the Mounties last stand on the in relief.
mound, but fell behind 4-2 on a wild
Eastern rallied for their only run
pitch.
in the sixth, when leftfielder La
An rbi double by shortstop Hunter Moreaux singled, stole second base
Liggett in the eighth added an insur- and scored on a line drive single to
ance run, padding Central' s lead to right by catcher Y ashida. The
5-2 going into the ninth. This was Wildcats answered with an insurthe stage for Mountie Allison's "sun ance run in the bottom of the inning
single'', which tied the score for the when Skalisky walked and pinch
runner David Siguaw moved to third
last time at 5-5.
The Wildcats won the game in on a sacrafice and a wild pitch, then
the bottom of the ninth .when scored on a single by Moore.
McGuire · led off w.ith a single,
In the seventh and final frame, a
advanced on an error and scored on last gasp Eastern threat was difa sacrafice fly by first baseman Ky le fused by a diving catch in centerKappenman. McGuire, Skalisky , field by Pat McGuire. McGuire
and Jamie Kamacho each had two also made a difficult play in the first
hits for CWU.
game in the field. Schiller had two
hits in the game for CWU, includEOSCATCWU
The Wildcats took the second ing a double.
game of the twinbill from Eastern
Eastern Oregon fell to 2-1 7 on
thanks to excellent pitching by 18 the year. Central, after losing four
year old freshman John Kvinsland straight to start the season, has now
and senior Jay Petersen. K vins- evened its record at 4A.
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Central shortstop Jamie Kamacho gives the'eas-; up' ;ignal to John Schiller and Dave Herrick as they head
for the plate. (Photo by Steve Douglas)
.

Just 8 Blocks West of the
Library on 15th Street.

***
Everyday LOW price!

419 w. 15th
925-1821

Old-fashioned, returnable,
glass bottles.

93¢
I

.1 2 gallons

***
M_ilk stays cold longer!

Store Hours
11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

Winegar Milk also available at: Super 1 Foods, 7-Eleven, Albertsons, Johnny's Serve-U, & Price Chopper

